
Vessel Systems 

KARE Primus® - Rugged Industrial Vessel Door Opener  

The Industrial Opener from KARE, Primus, is designed to suit industrial vessel doors of with horizontal or 

vertical openings. KARE has carefully selected components  

and materials to build an automatic opener that performs in the toughest environments and 

applications. Primus fits in any industrial, marine and aviation gate services maneuvering heavy loads from 

hundreds to tens of tons of gate load swiftly.  

Features: 

 Operation Brief 

 

Industrial vessel doors may be opened 

or closed using several open or close 

through multiple mechanisms. Primus 

provides various servo-mechanisms and 

pre-programmed servos which can suit 

the most challenging opening or closing 

services. To open or close the door it is 

enough to simply press the hand held 

transmitter command buttons, or the 

stand mounted wireless transmitter 

switch, or a hardwired optional remote 

switch. During an open or close cycle, 

the user can abort opening or classing 

closing by pressing the emergency 

button while the door is in motion. 

The user can program the door to move 

in the opposite direction. 

 Secure Wireless Transmission Hopping Code: Every time a transmission is made from the remote 

transmitter a new security code is generated at random. There are over 4 billion possible code 

combinations, greatly enhancing system security. 

 Dynamic Safety Obstruction System: The user can program the door to automatically return to its safe 

position should it encounter an obstacle or restrictions while performing an opening or closing operation. 

The system also provides input from safety sensors to actuate the door movement towards any position 

should input from sensors cross a threshold or if sensors behave outside of pre-set dynamic ranges. The 

door will also stop if restricted whilst opening. Primus provides programmable field controllers for field 

operation programming with built-in full data logging and diagnostic functions. During initial installation 

of the automatic door opener, Primus provides self-storage of obstruction forces, torque and safety sensor 

inputs. 

 Hand Held Security Coded: Primus Hand Held Code provides state-of-the-art technology in storing your 

selected transmitter security code. Up to 10 different transmitters can be stored in the openers memory. 

 Local Alarm Station: When the maximum Primus detects an abnormal operation of the safety opening 

and closing system or any of its components or safety sensors, including gas, smoke or fire detection 

devices, the local station provides an audible alarm to indicate that a malfunction has occurred. 



 Remote Status & Scada: Primus users can pre-program diagnostics, alarms and events to be re-

transmitted through their serial ports RS-232, Ethernet and Wireless ( optional) via MODBUS or other 

industrial Protocols. 

 Auto Operating Light: Primus offers a convenient operation light explosion proof Class 1 Div 1 

operation light enclosure for night time operations and for manoeuvring in poor visibility. The opener 

operation light comes on automatically whenever the door mechanism is activated. The light can also be 

switched on and off without operating the door. This can be done remotely through the SCADA control 

center, or via the Primus Hand Held or via wireless transmitter to the local stand-mounted command 

button station. The light will stay on for a preset time programmable by the user and then switch off. The 

switch-off time is also adjustable. 

 CAS (Colour Assisted Settings) : This unique colour coded system (red for close, green for open) 

allows all set up adjustments and settings to be easier and simpler for the installer to complete. 

 Open, Close and Stop Positioning : The stand-mounted command station provides operation buttons 

for a local user to open, close and stop the door. The opening or closing setting position can be configured 

for a more precise limit position using this system. 

 Start-Up and Commands: Through the remote command station, controller and SCADA monitoring 

application, the Primus platform provides each with a Reset button to initialise or re-initialise after 

encountering an obstructive force or because of safety sensor settings. 

 Auto Open/Close mode: The opener can be programmed to automatically close after an open cycle. The 

auto close time is adjustable. It is compulsory to install a photoelectric switch if this mode is selected, 

otherwise the moving door may cause personal injury or damage to property. 

 Safety Run Time: If the opener does not complete the programmed service within the prescribed time it 

will automatically stop actuating the vessel door and provide an alarm indication. 

 Photovoltaic Power: Primus can be powered by photovoltaic panels, connected for redundant power 

safety protection during power outages. 

 Manual Operation: The opener is equipped with a unique manual disengaging device. If the power to the 

opener is disrupted for any reason the door can be put into manual mode by pulling the string handle 

towards the door. This will allow safe manual return  of the vessel door to its open or close position as 

needed. When power is restored, simply pull the handle away from the door to put the opener back into 

automatic mode. 

  

  

 


